
Nearly a decade after unleashing a stimulus programme that more than quadrupled the size of its

balance sheet, the Federal Reserve is on Wednesday likely to formally announce the process of
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unwinding quantitative easing, in a signal of its confidence in the recovery. 

The move, which comes as a range of central banks plan to rein in their stimulus, will gradually

start reducing the size of the US central bank’s $4.5tn balance sheet, which former Fed chair Ben

Bernanke started to radically boost in late 2008 in the teeth of the worst financial crisis of modern

times. 

Markets have been unperturbed by the prospect of the world’s most powerful central bank

throwing money-printing into reverse, and Janet Yellen, the Fed chair, has predicted the process

will be as uneventful as watching paint dry. Her committee is not expected to lift short-term

interest rates on Wednesday, leaving a further upward move in official rates unlikely before

December.

Yet the Fed has yet to determine the future “new normal” for the size of its balance sheet, and nor

has it formally declared what its ultimate rate-setting mechanism will be. Far-reaching changes on

the board of the Fed — where Donald Trump has the possibility of installing as many as five new

governors — could yet scramble the ultra-predictable strategy that Ms Yellen is setting in train.
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Joseph Gagnon, a senior fellow at the Peterson Institute for International Economics, said the lack

of clarity on the future leadership of the Fed “does inject more uncertainty into the path”. 

At the moment the central bank reinvests the payments it receives on the portfolio of government

bonds and mortgage-backed securities it amassed during the crisis, keeping its holdings steady.

When the balance sheet rundown actually starts — possibly in October — the Fed will gradually

phase out those reinvestments. 

This involves setting a steadily increasing set of caps: payments will only be reinvested to the

extent they exceed the caps. The caps will initially be set at $6bn per month for treasuries and

$4bn for agency MBS. They will be steadily lifted in three-month intervals until they peak at $30bn

for treasuries and $20bn for MBS, in about a year’s time. 
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A balance sheet reduction should theoretically lead to an increase in longer-term rates, but the

scale of any possible tightening is heavily contested and Bill Dudley, the New York Fed chief, has

said he expects the impact to be “quite mild”. This is a verdict shared by many economists: indeed,

two increases in short-term rates this year coupled with signals of a reduced balance sheet have

done little to tighten financial conditions in the US thus far. 

Equity prices have surged to fresh highs this week, while the 10-year Treasury yield has slipped to

about 2.2 per cent, compared with 2.5 per cent when the Fed first gave clear indications it was

likely to start reducing the balance sheet in 2017. 
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Mr Gagnon said the likely announcement on QE will probably be a non-event for markets, but he

added that he would “not bet the farm on it”. The Fed, he explained, does not have a good

understanding of the drivers behind the so-called taper tantrum of 2013, when Mr Bernanke

inadvertently sent yields surging.

While the early years of the Fed’s balance sheet plans could be fairly predictable, its ultimate

destination is not. Mr Dudley has said he expects the balance sheet to shrink by roughly $1tn to

$2tn over the period, from its current $4.5tn. This compares with an increase of about $3.7tn

during the era of quantitative easing. 
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The final size will depend on the amount of excess reserves held by commercial banks at the Fed

and the mechanism that the Fed wants to use to set its target range for interest rates. Mr Dudley

suggested he would like to carry on using the current “floor” system, which requires there to be

large quantities of excess reserves. However, some potential candidates to be Fed chair are

uncomfortable with the central bank continuing to operate with a swollen balance sheet. 

Alongside the added detail about its balance sheet plans, the Fed will reveal a fresh set of interest
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rate and economic forecasts. Ms Yellen may well want to keep open the option of lifting rates in

December, which would mark the third increase for the year. 

A bounce in consumer price inflation in August may have heartened some policymakers following a

five-month string of sluggish readings, but the Federal Open Market Committee is divided over

how worried it should be about low inflation outcomes that have left its favoured measure of price

growth — personal consumption expenditures excluding food and energy — at just 1.4 per cent. 
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As things stand, the markets remain much less optimistic about the number of rate rises that can

be pushed through in the coming years than the Fed was when it last put out forecasts in June.

Those suggested that another three rate rises were in the pipeline for 2018.
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